#Evapeology
More Than Your Ordinary Vapor Lounge

AZ Rider

A New Approach
to a Drink and a Smoke

Musical entertainment on Friday nights will be starting this month ~ mid-March. Now that our weather
is warming, the weekly Ride Night will start back
up. Watch our calendar for those details as they are
released. Other theme nights, {like Super Mario
Sunday} are in the works, so watch the Evapeology
Mesa Facebook page for updates on that.
Iced or hot, drinks can be created with chocolate, caramel, fruit flavors, nut flavors … too many
options to list. If you’re on the go, many items can
be prepped as a ‘To Go’ version. While we were
there we saw many different mixes being served. It
was hard to keep up & write down. Here are some
examples... Remember the 50-50 ice cream bar you
enjoyed as a kid? That flavor can be recreated as a
soda. Enjoy the health benefits of Matcha green tea ~
either iced or hot. You can get a nitro coffee. If you
are new to this, it is cold-brewed iced coffee infused
with nitrogen. It is under pressure and tapped from
a keg, like beer. It serves up with a foamy head and
smooth bitterness similar to Guinness. I indulged in a
white chocolate raspberry coffee martini … served in
a martini glass with raw coarse sugar around the rim.

Of course, you can also acquire all of your vaping needs
at Evapeology … In addition to offering basic products and
standard brand names that you can find from most any vaping
supplier; they also carry an exclusive ‘Evapeology’ branded
line of accessories, batteries, atomizers, cases, & juices. With
65+ flavors, there is bound to be one there for you.
They also carry a line of CBD for vaping.
If you are trying to kick the tobacco habit but are unsure
how to start, perhaps it’s time for YOU to
‘Drop the Paper and Get the Vapor!’ Contact an Evapeology
lounge near you. They can assist you with answers to questions,
product suggestions, & more. Visit them online at
www.evapeology.com, or on Facebook at /evapeology.
You can also follow them on Twitter at @evapeology.
For updates and specials text VAPE to 60259.

The other two Evapeology vape lounges
are located at
3029 N Alma School Road Chandler, AZ
480.812.8273
and
183 E Williams Field Rd, Ste 115; Gilbert, AZ
480.917-8273
Hours are 10a-8pm

Chandler & Gilbert are still to be re-fitted
into cafés, but it will happen.
So stay tuned for that news.
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too many… ask for decaf on your next round ☺
Are you setting up a ride? Step outside the box
and shake up that traditional bar hop by including
Evapeology Mesa’s Vaping Café as one of your
stops. Contact this store at 480-892-8273.
Coming in for Bike Week? Be sure to point your
front wheel this way. This is a worry-free stop with
no DUI checkpoints to sweat.
Visit this biker-friendly, alcohol-free destination and see for yourself. They’re open daily from
8a-8pm. It is an ingenious revamp of the lounge atmosphere. Evapeology Vaping Café has a great vibe,
with a pub-style atmosphere. It’s like your favorite
local bar … with a rista on the end.
Tell ‘em Bruce & Betsy sent ya!

carmel macchiato

So many of us have fond memories of sitting at
a watering hole with friends… many a night have
been spent drinking and smoking and partying. That
era has gone ~ for better or worse depending upon
who you ask …. due to a combination of state regulations and health concerns. But at the same time,
the social outlet was taken away as well. As the song
goes …. Don’t drink, don’t smoke, what do you do?
A sober rider’s options are limited … sit in a
pub where you have no desire to drink … or tougher
still ~ want to drink but are going through the steps
of quitting. Plus, a cup of coffee at a tavern can be
kinda rough stuff. The token coffee pot set aside for
the designated drivers or for someone who’s had too
much to drink…. Oh, yum. You can go on a ‘pie
ride’ for a slice at numerous eating establishments.
And that’s okay from time to time maybe. But it can
get old quick. So, you were pretty much at a loss
when looking for a place to just go and hang out for
a bit. Until now.
Evapeology has established an innovative
venue that is fast becoming the East Valley’s destination for the growing number of bikers who
have chosen the sober path. Or they are choosing
to ride sober & then do their drinking once they
get parked for the night. The Mesa Evapeology
location, at 4210 East Baseline Road in Mesa has
evolved into a Vaping Café ….
Evapeology’s owner Charles is passionate
about creating an alternative night out for riders
who, for one reason or another, want a change
from the traditional alcohol-based bar scene. But
nitro coffee martini
they still want that camaraderie and
energy of sitting at a bar, listening to
music, chatting with the barkeep and
fellow patrons.
Evapeology’s Vaping Café is
way more than your ordinary vape
lounge. There is now a barrista who
can customize a coffee, tea, or soda
to compliment your vaping ‘juice’.
Evapeology’s Mesa location is becoming well-known enough that even
non-smokers who don’t vape are stopping in for a creative cup o’ joe. It’s
Starbucks-style ~ without the crazy
high prices and with lots more personality. There are big screen TVs,
fooseball, free wifi, streaming radio,
and arcade games like Donkey Kong.

For the traditionalists, espresso or plain and simple
coffee are also available. The only buzz you’ll get
here is the caffeinated kind ~ nothing Johnny Law
can pop you for. And if you feel like you’ve had one

white chocolate raspberry
coffee martini
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